For supporting the massive connectivities and better adapting the high dynamical channel states of the cellular Internet of things networks, in this paper we proposed a new grant-free rateless sparse code multiple access (RSCMA) protocol. In the proposed grant-free RSCMA, users switch from the inactive mode to the active mode as soon as they receive data packages, and start to transmit the data without the request-grant process between the base station (BS) and users. In each transmission, the active users firstly choose a certain number of the modulated SCMA symbols according to the pre-assigned access control function (ACF), and then transmit the linearly superimposed SCMA symbols to the BS over the available resource elements. At the BS, owing to the sparsity of RSCMA, message passing algorithm which allows multi-user detection with near-optimal performance can be utilized to decode the messages. The transmission will continue until the user successfully receives an ACK signal sent back from the BS. Theoretical analysis in terms of achievable constellation constrained throughput is provided to show the maximal sum rate of RSCMA and to optimize the ACF design under the trade-off between the complexity and throughput performance. Both theoretical and simulation results show that the RSCMA can achieve higher throughput than the existing rateless multiple access schemes, such as hybrid automatic repeat request SCMA, LT code coded SCMA, and rateless multiple access.
I. INTRODUCTION
The future cellular Internet of things (IoT) networks are required to support larger-scale connectivities [1] . As a result, numerous users are expected to be able to communicate with their base-station (BS) reliably and effectively. For supporting this requirement, multiple access technology plays an critical role. Conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) technologies, e.g., code division multiple access, orthogonal frequency division multiple access, single-carrier frequency-division multiple access, were proposed to support multiple access of mobile cellular networks of 3G and 4G. However, since the number of connections is limited by the allocated physical resources, OMA will be unable to cope with the massive connectivities of future IoT networks. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA),
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Abdel-Hamid Soliman . in which resource elements (REs) are shared by multiple users, has attracted increasing attention recently since it is able to support much more connectivities and higher spectral efficiency [2] .
Though NOMA can achieve higher spectral efficiency than OMA and is considered to be a promising technology in future IoT networks, some critical issues remain unaddressed. Firstly, physical resources in NOMA are usually allocated to the users in a fixed and centralize manner, such as user pairing and power allocation in power-domain NOMA [3] , [4] , codebook or sparse signature assign in sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [5] or low-density signature (LDS) [6] . This centralized resource allocation imposes on high signaling overhead, especially along with the increase of the number of the connected users in future cellular IoT networks. Secondly, as the traffics of future IoT networks will be dominated by the sporadic short-burst packets, the channel state of the network will be highly dynamical. The high dynamic property dramatically reduces the system throughput of the existing fixed NOMA transmission.
In order to solve the rate adaption issue of NOMA imposed by the high dynamical property of the cellular IoT networks, several schemes have been proposed. In [7] , the authors combined the rateless code with the power-domain NOMA and studied the optimal power allocation problem with the consideration of latency constraints. In addition, [8] mainly studied the combination of rateless codes with generalized space-time super-modulation to achieve headless transmission. Thanks to the application of rateless codes, they are able to achieve better rate adaption in the high dynamical cellular IoT networks. Apart from rateless codes, hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) can also be used to cope with the dynamical channel states. In [9] , the authors proposed an HARQ scheme for SCMA system. In this scheme, users whose transmitted data packets are correctly decoded in the BS would retransmit the data packets to assist the BS to decode the messages of other users. By this way, the proposed scheme is able to improve the throughput. However, all of these schemes still rely on the centralized physical resources assignment in BS, which leads to high signaling overhead consumption.
The authors in [10] - [12] proposed the rateless multiple access (RMA) to overcome the challenges brought by centralized resource allocation and high dynamical channel state. In RMA, the physical resources can be randomly occupied by all the active users and do not need to be allocated by the BS in a centralized way. It can be viewed as the combination of analog fountain code [13] , [14] and LDS. Thoroughly theoretic analysis has been proposed and ideal throughput result without inputs constraints (except power constraint) of users was provided. However, this condition is impractical since the inputs of the users must meet certain constraints, e.g., constellation constraint.
Inspired by the improvement from LDS to SCMA, in this paper we propose the grant-free rateless SCMA (RSCMA) scheme based on the basic framework of RMA proposed in [10] - [12] . In RSCMA, the active users modulate the messages into the multidimensional SCMA codewords instead of BPSK symbols which are applied in RMA. Then, according to the pre-assigned distribution profiles, each user first chooses a certain number of multidimensional SCMA codewords in a sequential loop manner, and then transmits the linearly superimposed signals to BS until correctly decoded. At the BS, owing to the sparsity of RSCMA, massage passing algorithm (MPA) can be utilized to decode the data of the active users. The theoretical constellation constrained throughputs of RMA and RSCMA are analyzed. According to the analysis results, we find that the shaping gain of the SCMA codebook can improve the throughput performance of RSCMA when compared to the conventional RMA. Moreover, by constellation constrained throughput analysis, we find that the linear combination weight factor plays a critical role in RSCMA and RMA. However, this weight factor was viewed as an insignificant parameter in [10]- [12] .
Finally, we employ a systematic channel code in RSCMA to achieve good performance both in low-SNR region and high-SNR region.
The main contributions of the work are mainly two-folds. Firstly, we establish a new framework for supporting multiple access, namely RSCMA, which provides high spectrum efficiency and high adaptability. Secondly, we derive the achievable constellation constrained throughput of RSCMA. Based on the throughput analysis results, we further optimize the critical parameters of RSCMA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the system model of grant-free RSCMA, while in section III the MPA for RSCMA is provided. In section IV, we present the achievable constellation constrained throughput analysis. Extensive simulation results are presented in section V and conclusion is drawn in section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a grant-free cellular IoT access networks and suppose that a total of V users are randomly distributed in a cell. When data packets arrive at user v, 1 ≤ v ≤ V , it instantly wakes up from the inactive mode and starts the data transmission without the grant of the BS. Each user is active with the probability of p v , 1 ≤ v ≤ V and all the active users, which are denoted by u, u ∈ U = {1, 2, · · · , U } and U = V v=1 p v are perfectly synchronized according to the downlink beacon transmitted by the BS. Note that in this paper we focus on the effective data transmission and reception and do not consider the active user detection and channel estimation. Thus, we assume that the identities of U active users and the channel state information (CSI) are perfectly estimated at the BS, e.g., via preamble detection and CSI estimation method proposed in [15] - [17] .
The active users communicate with the BS through the RSCMA protocol which shown in Fig. 1 . Without loss of generality, we assume that active user u has information bits b u = {b u1 , b u2 , · · · , b uK u } to send. It firstly encodes the b u to c u = {c u1 , c u2 , · · · , c uN u } by systematic low-density parity-check (LDPC) code [18] , then maps c u to the multidimensional SCMA symbols {x u1 , x u2 , · · · , x ul u }. The mapping function from the channel codeword bits to SCMA symbols can be denoted as g :
x K ] T is the K -dimensional complex vector, and s ∈ S = {1, 2, · · · , V } is the random mode index. Taking the Table 1 bits are mapped to one K -dimensional SCMA codeword, the length of the SCMA codewords and random indexes are
After SCMA encoding, at each time slot t user u select d u,t SCMA symbols in a sequential loop manner, which is shown in Fig. 2 , according to the assigned access control function (ACF) ρ(x). The ACF is given by
where d max d=1 ρ d = 1. The ACF assignment can be applied after the BS finishes the active user detection. Once d u,t SCMA symbols have been selected, they are linearly combined to form a superimposed K -dimensional complex symbol which is transmitted by user u. Note that if d u,t = 0 no symbol will be transmitted by user u at time slot t. Thus, at the BS the received K -dimensional signal at time slot t can be written as
where I u,t ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , l u }, |I u,t | = d u,t , g t,u,i is the linear combination weight factor which subjects to the energy constraint of i∈I u,t g t,u,i
T is the channel gain between u and the BS over K physical resources, and n t is the additive noise which following the complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, N 0 I).
Once the BS receives the signal y t , it will do the detection and decoding. And if the transmitted information bits of active user u are correctly recovered at the BS, the BS will send back an ACK signal to u. The active user u continues the transmission until it receives the ACK signal from the BS.
III. MESSAGE PASSING ALGORITHM FOR RATELESS SCMA
Thanks to the sparsity of the RSCMA, MPA which has lower complexity than optimum maximum likelihood method can be applied to decode the messages. Similar to SCMA, the transmission of RSCMA can be represented by a factor graph as shown in Fig. 3 . There are four types of nodes in the factor graph, check nodes (CNs), variable nodes (VNs), SCMA symbol nodes (SNs), and resource nodes (RNs), which denote parity check equations of LDPC codes, LDPC codeword bits, SCMA symbols, and physical REs, respectively. Note that since the BS can detect the identity of each user perfectly, the random seed of each user is obtained at the BS. Thus, the BS can reconstruct the factor graph by itself.
We denote the messages passing in iteration j from the CN α to the VN β as I j α→β , from VN β to CN α as I j β→α , from the SN λ to the RN γ as I j λ→γ and from RN γ to SN λ as I j γ →λ , respectively. The message passing algorithm of RSCMA is mainly composed of RNs update process, SNs update process, CNs update process, and VNs update process. Since the CNs update process and VNs update process are similar to that in LDPC decoding, we mainly demonstrate other two processes.
A. RESOURCE NODES UPDATE PROCESS
Once the receiver receives enough symbols and starts to decode, the RNs will first update their information and transmit it to the neighbor SNs. The transfer messages from RN γ to SN λ about K -dimensional SCMA symbols x can be written as (3) , shown at the bottom of this page, where C(γ ) is the set containing neighbor SNs of RN γ and {C(γ )\λ} is the set containing neighbor SNs of RN γ except SN λ. The probability of P y γ |x λ , x ν , ν ∈ {C(γ )\λ} is given by (4) , shown at the bottom of this page, where h λ γ denotes the channel gain, x λ γ denotes the superimposed SCMA symbol at RE γ , and N 0 is the noise power spectral density.
B. SYMBOL NODES UPDATE PROCESS
The SNs update process is mainly to update their messages and transfer them to the neighbor RNs. The transfer information from the SN λ to the neighbor RN γ can be given by
where {B (λ) \γ } is the set containing neighbor RNs of SN λ except the RN γ .
IV. ACHIEVABLE CONSTELLATION CONSTRAINED THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the achievable constellation constrained throughput of RSCMA. For comparison, we also give the achievable throughput analysis of RMA in which the input is the BPSK symbol. We refer to the number of the SCMA symbols from all users superposed on RN t as the degree of the RN, which is denoted by d t = U u=1 d u,t . We also denote the average number of SCMA symbols of each user superposed on the RN as the mean degree per user of RN, which is given by
Thus, on average, the receive symbol of the receiver at each time can be denoted as (7) , shown at the bottom of this page. The sum rate of U users is bounded by
where R LDPC is the code rate of the LDPC code, and H (·|·) denote the conditional differential entropy function. f (y) is the probability density function (PDF) of the received symbol y. Since the input symbol X subjects to the uniform distribution, f (y) can be calculated by
From (8), since 0 < R LDPC < 1 it seems that the application of LDPC will always decrease the R sum . In section V, we will show that in low-SNR region concatenating a channel code to correct the demapping errors has better performance than that relying on repeating the symbol transmission (which is equivalent to concatenating a repetition code). However, in high-SNR region an additional channel code is not advisable since demapping errors rarely occur and the application of the channel code will much reduce the throughput.
As shown in Fig. 4 , we use the systematic LDPC code in RSCMA to solve this dilemma. It can be seen that if the information bits have been successfully decoded at the receiver only by receiving the correspondingly system symbols which are denoted by S I (usually happen in high-SNR region), the BS will immediately broadcast the ACK signal to inform the user to stop the transmission. Thus, no parity bits need to be transmitted and the spectral efficiency can be enhanced. If the information bits have not been successfully decoded at the receiver (usually happen in low-SNR region), the BS will keep receiving the parity symbols to utilize the LDPC code for decoding the information bits. Fig. 5 shows the achievable constellation constrained throughput of RSCMA without the LDPC code. The SCMA codebook size is M = 16 and when d max = 2, the weight factors of each user are g 1 = 1 2 and g 2 = √ 3 2 . It can be easily calculated that when ρ(x) = x, 0.5x +x 2 , 0.3x +0.7x 2 , 0.1x + 0.9x 2 , and x 2 , d = 1, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, and 2, respectively. We can see that the maximum throughput increases with the increase of the mean degree per user of RN d and the number of the active users, i.e., mean degree of of RN which denoted
by U · d. Thus, for fixed U and d max , in order to achieve larger throughput, d should be equal to d max , i.e., ρ(x) should be equal to x d max . Moreover, we find that in low-to-medium SNR region, with the same value of U · d, smaller U (i.e., larger d) has lower throughput than larger U (i.e., smaller d). This means that the intra-user multiple symbols interference is more serious than the inter-user multiple symbols interference.
Although we find that given the number of the active users, which is determined by the business needs, increase d can lead to the increase of the throughput of RSCMA. However, it can be shown from (3) that we averagely need O{M U · d 2 } calculation of (4) in each RN update process. The receive complexity of RSCMA increases exponentially with the increase of d and the number of the active users U . Thus, there is a trade-off between the throughput performance and the complexity cost of RSCMA. In practice, if the average active probability p act = 1 V V v=1 p v is large, we can reduce the value of d, e.g., let the ACF being ρ(x) = x, to make the receive complexity acceptable. Otherwise, we can increase the overall system constellation constrained throughput by increasing the value of d, e.g., let the ACF being ρ(x) = x 2 , and the linear combination weight factor being g 1 = 0.5, g 2 = √ 3/2. Given complexity considerations, in this paper we limit U · d ≤ 6. [12] the authors claimed that the value of the weight factor has no effect on the ideal throughput, however, in this paper we will show that the weight factor has great influence on constellation constrained throughput.
Since d = 2, we use g 1 and g 2 , which subject to g 2 1 + g 2 2 = 1, to denote the weight factor. From the figure, we can see that with the increase of g 1 the constellation constrained throughput first increases and then falls down. Specifically, when g 1 = g 2 = √ 0.5, constellation constrained throughput reaches its minimum. This is due to that the multiple symbols that one user transmitted will become indistinguishable at the receiver. Referring to the SCMA codebook of Table 1 , suppose that an user has the information bits of 0001 to be transmitted. Then the user will map the information bits into two SCMA symbols x 1 = [0, −0.1815 − 0.1318i, 0, 0.7851] T and x 2 = [0, −0.6351 − 0.4615i, 0, −0.2243] T . The receiver will successfully decode the superimposed symbol, which equals to x = x 1 + x 2 = [0, −0.8166 − 0.5933i, 0, 0.5608] T . However, it cannot distinguish the order of the symbol being whether x 1 , x 2 or x 2 , x 1 . Thus, the coded bits 0001 may be incorrectly decoded as 0100.
Theoretically, as long as the weight factors are different with each other, e.g., g 1 = g 2 in Fig. 6 , maximal throughput can be achieved in high-SNR region. And the larger power imbalance of the weight factors, the more distinguishable of the multi-symbols in intra-user. This is why when g 1 = 0.7, g 2 = √ 0.51 in Fig. 6 , the constellation constrained throughput is much lower then others (except g 1 = g 2 ). However, if the values of some elements of the weight factors are small, these weight factors will severely reduce the energies of the corresponding symbols and in turn reduce the constellation constrained throughput in low-SNR to middle-SNR regions. This can be shown directly in Fig. 6 when g 1 = 0.2. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows an example of the method for optimizing the weight factor, i.e., we can firstly initiate the values of the weight factors (e.g., g 1 = 0.2, g 2 = √ 0.96), then by setting the search step (e.g., 0.1), we can search for the optimal values (e.g., g 1 = 0.5, g 2 = √ 0.75) of the weight factors by maximizing the constellation constrained throughput. Fig. 7 further shows the constellation constrained throughput comparison of RSCMA and RMA with different U and d. It can be shown that RSCMA always achieves larger constellation constrained throughput than RMA no matter what the values of U and d are.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the proposed RSCMA. We suppose that the information bits length of each user is 240 and the LDPC code length is 480. The SCMA codebook size is M = 16 and is designed according to [19] . The total number of users in each cell is V = 100. Fig. 8 shows the simulated throughput performance of RSCMA and RMA when the active probabilities of users are the same, i.e., p act = p v = 0.03 and p act = p v = 0.04 for 1 ≤ v ≤ V . For illustrating the effect of the systematic LDPC code, throughputs of RSCMA under different LDPC code schemes are also provided. Firstly, it can be shown that the proposed systematic RSCMA can achieve 100% throughput gain than RMA that was proposed in [10] . Moreover, we can find that the systematic LDPC code deployed in RSCMA can remarkably improve the throughput performance in low-SNR region as compared to RSCMA without LDPC code while no performance is sacrificed in high-SNR region. Although RSCMA with the non-systematic LDPC code can achieve better throughput performance than RSCMA without LDPC code, it sacrifices too much throughput in high-SNR region.
For a more comprehensive comparison, in Fig. 9 we compare the throughput performance of the proposed RSCMA with the conventional LT code [20] and HARQ combined with SCMA. It can be shown that the proposed RSCMA outperform all other schemes in low-SNR region (below SNR = 9dB) and high SNR region (above SNR = 25dB). Specifically, in low-SNR region it can achieve 10.5%, 30.5%, and 220% higher throughput than RMA, LT coded SCMA and HARQ-SCMA [9] schemes, respectively, while in high-SNR region it achieves 17%, 63.22%, and 11 times higher throughput than LT-coded SCMA, RMA, and HARQ-SCMA schemes, respectively. The reason for the poor throughput performance of the HARQ-SCMA is that if any errors happen in decoding process a frame of the information bits need to be totally retransmitted [9] while only several extra symbols or coded bits need to be transmitted in other schemes. Fig. 10 further compares the BER performance of LT-SCMA, RMA and the proposed RSCMA over different overheads which is defined as = Total(REs)/Total(bits). The SNR is fixed at 5dB. From the figure, we can see that under the same overhead , the proposed RSCMA achieves better BER performance than other two schemes which verify the results that shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a grant-free rateless SCMA (RSCMA) protocol for better adapting the high dynamical cellular IoT networks and supporting the massive access. Theoretical achievable constellation constrained throughput analysis is provided to show the maximal sum rate that RSCMA can achieve. Moreover, the constellation constrained throughput analysis is also used to optimize the parameter design of RSCMA under the trade-off between the complexity and the throughput performance. Theoretical and simulation results both show that the proposed RSCMA outperforms other rateless multiple access schemes, such as HARQ-SCMA, LT code assisted SCMA and RMA. His current research interests include the communications and information security. VOLUME 7, 2019 
